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MEDIA RELEASE
Caribbean Republic Bank Junior Open Golf Championship
Player Profile – Liam Bryden
Trinidad & Tobago, Port of Spain: “I
started golf when I was 5 years old but quit
until 9, my parents inspired me by forcing
me back on the golf course. I like web.com
players and champion tour players because
they always fight to the very end and they
show us the true love of the game. My true
favorite player is Stephen Ames because he
shows you that it’s possible from any
circumstance. I’m sure our facilities now
are 99 percent better than when he was a
junior, every week he plays and I follow
him on Shot Tracker and I want him to do
well every week as he’s the only person
from Trinidad to make it to the PGA and I
think the only one from the Caribbean too.
When he got on the PGA tour, he never lost
his card and that’s not only history for
Trinidad but not much people have done
that across the world hence my saying he is
my favorite player.
My goal is to reach the highest level in
Golf. Every year I play the game, I
advance not only in scores but as a player.
I learn something new every year, even if
it’s only one shot. It doesn’t matter how you play at such a young age, what matters in hard
work and strive for greatness.
Representing my country is the best feeling in the World, it’s better than winning. It’s such a
great feeling of pride. Everybody always thinks they know who is going to be good or great,
but how can you tell? Trinidad and Tobago, from my point of view is full of talent, at a young
age in golf we learn to hit various shots from all over the course instead of hitting 1000 balls on
the range. Trinidad teaches you to be creative.
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The Caribbean Republic Bank Junior Golf Open Championship is by far the best junior golf
sponsor and that’s very commendable, not only by assisting to host the tournament but by
improving Golf in Trinidad and Tobago and I personally thank them for that.
My recommendation for any junior thinking of starting the game is to give Golf a chance, it
doesn’t come overnight to love the game, if you give it time and not think it’s boring you will
understand the true meaning. Golf is very addictive, if you give it time from one day to the
next, you will soon want to play every day and when that occurs, you will accomplish the love
of the game. Don’t make the same mistake I made in quitting on the first day, give it a chance,
I did and now I’m addicted.”
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